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Abstract integrated: while instantaneous position estimates
are direct functions of the joint sensor data for

This paper discusses experimental investigations the manipulator subsystem, they are functionals of
of the feasibility and requirements of simultaneous the wheel rotation and steering sensor data for the
external-sensor-based-control of the wheeled platform platform, typically requiring time integration of these
and the manipulator of a mobile robot. The values over the entire trajectory history due to the
experiments involve 3-D arbitrary surface following non-holonomic nature of the wheeled system. As
by the manipulator while the platform moves along a a result, motion accuracies of human-size platforms
predefined trajectory, are generally two or three orders of magnitude

A variety of concave and convex surfaces were worse than the accuracies of common manipulators.
used in the experiments, during which target and This paper discusses experiments performed with
measured values of the platform and arm positions the HERMIES-III autonomous mobile manipulator,
and orientations, together with the surface absolute
location and normal estimates, were logged at. 10 Hz.
For all experiments, the data logs showed significant
noise, at high frequency, in the calculated surface
normal values despite smooth tracking of their target
values by the arm and the platform, with typical :+
closed loop delays between target and achieved values
of the order of 100 msec. This high-frequency noise in
the calculated values is conjectured to result mainly
from the arm's transmission cables compliance and
backlash in the spherical wrist gears. On the other
hand, the end-effector distance to the surface showed
some low frequency errors of the order of :t=20%.
The two major sources of these low frequency errors 0 .
appeared to reside respectively in the low values .,
of the velocity bound and gain parameters utilized ''
to filter the high frequency noise in the calculated ....
normal values prior to using them as input to the arm
control, and in the rolling contact of the platform's
rubber-coated wheels on the ground where significant
errors in the platform's positions and orientations can
accumulate.

1. Introduction
Mobile manipulators, i.e., manipulators mounted

on mobile platforms, are attracting significant
interest in the industrial, military, and public
service communities because of the significant
increase in task capabilities and efficiency which .......
results from their large-scale mobility combined
with manipulation abilities. When the platform Fig. 1. The HERMIES-III test-bed robot,
and manipulator move simultaneously, the motion incorporating an omnidirectional platform and
planning and control of the two subsystems cannot the seven degree-of-freedom CESARm manipulator,
be fully decoupled; in particular the position photographed during one of the surface following
estimations for trajectory tracking derived at loop experiments. The single beam range finding sensor
rate from internal joint sensors need to be carefully is held in the CESARm's gripper.



investigating tile feasibility and requirements of (zs, gs). In tile experiments dealt with here, we
sirnultarleous external-sensor-driven platform and assume that the shape of the object does not depend
redundant maniplllator znotions, and the interaction on the z coordinate (e.g., that tim unknown object
of the two subsystems' internal sensor-based position is a cylinder). Thus, all of our calculations will be
estimation. The experiments involved precise in 2D geometry. The measured data are the distance
following of arbitrary 3-D surfaces by the end-effector to the surface (D), the configuration of the last link
of the redundant manipulator while the platform of the manipulator measured in the arm coordinate
performs trajectory tracking along a predefined path. system (Xb, Yb, Ob), and the location of the platform

in the world coordinate system (xp, Vp, eke). The arm
2. Experimental Configuration is controlled in 3D space (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) and

Ob is the measured yaw angle.
HERMIES-III [1],[2] is a human-size mobile

manipulator test-bed (see Fig. 1) incorporating the

seven degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) CESARm research ...._ f__manipulator on a four d.o.f, plat.form (with two ]/

Oindependently-driven and steerable wheels). The
software and hardware configuration of IIER MIES-II I )
utilizes the HELIX communication protocol [3],
allowing for a fully distributed and message
passing modular control system on several connected
VMEbus racks. The platform's control drivers and
sensor-feedback odometry modules operate at 20 Hz.
The redundancy resolution module for the CESARm
inclucles 3-D position and 3-D orientation control and
utilizes a minimum Euclidean norm-based algorithm
running at 50 Itz on a 68020 processor [4]. The
forward kinematics calculations run at, 150 Hz on
another 68020 processor.

For the experiments, a very accurate (.02 mm
precision), single point LED triangulation-type range
finder [5],[6] was held in the gripper of the CESARm
(see Fig. 1). The platform was assigned to "
perform a specified trajectory on the floor, while x

the CESARm end-effector's task was to follow an Fig.2. Schematic of the experimental
a priori unknown surface, maintaining both constant configuration.distance and constant orientation from the surface
using the range finder data. Because the LED The base of the arm is attached to the
range sensor is unidirectional and provides data platform. Thus, the transformation between the
from a single beam, estimation of the surface arm coordinates and the platform coordinates does
normal (necessary to maintain constant orientation) not vary. Unfortunately, the transformation requires
required an estimate of the absolute displacement both a translation and a rotation of 180 degrees. If
of the measurement point on the surface expressed (Zh, Yh, Oh) is the configuration of the last link of
in the reference (or world) coordinate system, the manipulatormeasured in theplatformcoordinate
This estimation therefore required propagation of system:
position and orientation estimates through the entire
platform_arm_gripper..sensor.beam chain, zh = --aZb+ B (1)

2.1. Surface Calculation
yh = -vb (2)

The distance sensor is located on the end-effector

of the CESARm that is mounted on the mobile Oh = Ob- rr/2 (3)platform of ttERMIES-III. The goal is te measure the
curvature of an arbitrary surface and keep t.he sensor where B is the z coordinate of the arm base in the
at a fixed distance from the surface and normal to platform coordinate system (B = 0.574 meters). In
the surface. To measure the curvature of the surface, the home position for the arm, (aZb,Yb, Ob) = (-0.880,
we must measure points on the surface in the world -0.356, _'/2) and (Zh, Yh, Oh) = (1.45,t, 0.365, 0.0).
coordinate system. The system has three coordinate To reach the surface of the object in the platform
systems: world, platform, and arm (see Fig. 2). In coordinate system (aZd, Yd), we travel in the Oh
this subsection we show how the measured data is direction by the sum of the length of the distance
used to calculate a point on the surface in each of the sensor (L = 0.062 meters) and the measured distance
coordinate systems. (D):

Our objective is to calculate a point on the
surface of an object in the world coordinate system zd = zh + (D + L) cosOh (4)

..... I1_



100

Yd = Yh + (D + L) sin Oh (5)
, .

To calculate a point (x_, ys) on the surface of the 50
object in the world coordinate system, we transform _ , .
the coordinates from the platform reference frame to _ . ..,.
the world reference frame as follows: o " .'" "7'..'.

z o ': " ' .': i.:::
. .. '... . .,; .....

. . * . . . . .

Xs : Xp -[- Sd COS dpp -- Yd sin ep (6) t_ ' ' ' .' '. '.. :

•50 , ' :'.

Ys = Yp + Xd sin ep + Yd cos ep (7)

Note that we have used all of the measured data .100 .
[D, (Xb, Yb, Op)] to calculate the point location on 0 1'0 2'0 a0

the surface (xs, ys). Time

2.2. Surface Normal Calculation Fig. 3. Actual time log of the surface normal
calculation (in degree) .

The location of tile points on the surface are
calculated at 100 Hz. At 10 Itz, we would like to It is clear that the values displayed in Fig. 3
calculate the surface normal and the arm goal. To are much too variable or noisy to be fed as input
calculate the surface normal, we fit a polynomial target to the manipulator. When the input to the
to the surface points and calculate the slope of the arm has high frequency noise, the arm will oscillate.
curve. There are tradeoffs in choosing the order To provide a smooth input to the arm, we filtered the
of the polynomial and the number of data points calculated values of the surface normal (0s). Let Og
to use to estimate the parameters. A higher order be a running average of the calculated values for the
polynomial (cubic or quadratic) has more parameters surface normal:
and requires more data points to estimate the
parameters. Furthermore, a high order polynomial 09(i + 1) = (1 - tt)09(t ) + pOs(t) (9)
might not provide a good fit to a surface with
discontinuous surface normals (e.g., a box). Our goal When the parameter tt is 1.0, the average value is
is to obtain the best estimate of the surface normal equal to the input (09 = 08). When the parameter p
in a small neighborhood of the currently measured is 0.0, the average is a constant that does not depend
point on the surface. Thus, we would like to fit a on the input. The current value for the parameter is
curve with a small number of parameters using a p = 0.1.
small number of data points. We decided to fit a Let 0¢ be the target value for the orientation of
line using M points (currently, M = 10), where M the arm. We let the target track the average value of
is a user-defined parameter that can be adjusted to the surface normal. Let e be the difference between
improve performance, the target and the average value: e = 09 - 0c. We

Given M points on the surface, we determine limited the allowable rate of change e to a given value
the maximum and minimum values for each of their 6 (currently, 6 = 0.01). Thus, if e > 6, then e = 6 and

if e < -6, then e = -6. Finally:coordinates, x and y. If the spread in x is greater

than the spread in y, we assume that y = f(x). Oc(t + 1)= 0c(/)+ e (10)Otherwise, we assume that x = f(y). The maximum

speed for the platform is 0.45 meters/second. Thus, Thus, the three parameters (M, tt, and 6) can be used
the maximum distance traveled in 0.1 seconds is to smooth the time varying input to the arm.
0.045 meters. If the maximum spread is less than
0.003 meters, we do not calculate the surface normal.
Otherwise, we use least squares to fit a line to the 2.3. Arm Goal Position Calculation
data points. The calculation of a goal for the arm is illustrated

Let ¢ be the normal to the line and let 08 be in Fig. 4. The current orientation of the arm is 0. In
the surface normal in the platform coordinate system, the current position, the schematic follows the arm
then: from the wrist (w), to the hand (h), and past the

surface detector (d) to the surface (s). The figure
also displays the goal configuration of the arm (at

Os = _- ep (8) orientation 0c). Given the orientation, the goal for
the hand (Xc, yc) is calculated as:

Typical experimental values for the surface normal
(0s) are displayed in Fig. 3. Xc = Xd -- (D 9 + L) cos0¢ (11)



yc = Yd --(Dg + L)sin0c (12) time delay between the targets (set points) and the
execution, however, could not explain either the low

where the desired value for the distance is frequency divergences exhibited in Fig. 6 or the very
Dg = 0.102 meters in the experiments described large scattering displayed in Fig. 3. Our conjecture
here. here is that some of the low frequency errors already

are present in the target themselves, due mainly to
the values of the smoothing and bounding parameters
p and 6 used in Eqs. (9) and (10).
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Fig. 5. Time log of the distance between the
x end-effector and the surface measured by the range

finder sensor.
Fig. 4. Schematic of the arm-wrist-sensor chain

for the calculation of a goal position and orientation _ . . •'
(Wc) for the end-effector from measurements in • •..,.:
previous positions. • '•"

3. Experimental Results and . _m .' ,'
Discussion ., • .' ."

"''""'" ' .' :;.;t..".
The data displayed in this section (and in Fig. 3) _ 86 . . .

were collected during an experiment in which the t_ , •'..'
platform moved in an arc about it barrel and returned >" ", •.
to its initial location. Figure 5 displays the distance ' " .
measurements from the range finder during the ,' , '
experiment. The goal is to maintain a distance of ° •

0° . :
0.102 meters. Clearly, the measured values show that . ;...
the end-effector can be more than two centimeters ."

from the goal. The low frequency of the curve would _9
seem to indicate that an error accumulation takes e a 1'0 12
place over time in the calculational system resulting
in a gradual drift of some of the components from Time
their target values.

The manipulator arm was first investigated as Fig. 6. Sample time log of the target and
the possible source of the error. As seen below, the measured values of the end-effector yaw angle.
manipulator system was consistently following the
target values for both position and orientation as The data from the platform's encoders and
calculated from Eqs. (1) to (12). As an example of odometry calculations showed results very similar to
this, Fig. 6 displays a time log of the target (0c + rr/2) those obtained for the arm: smooth, although slightly
and the measured values (0b) fer the manipulator delayed, tracking of the target values by the measured
yaw angle. The targets move smoothly and the values, Since the platform appeared to respond
measured values follow the targets accurately, with accurately to its local target, the low frequency error
an expected lag in execution of the order of one to is conjectured to result from an error accumulation
two cycles of the 10 Hz calculational scheme. This not directly detectable by the platform sensors.



Figure 7 is a plot of the points (x,, W) on constraints in addition to controlling the position
the surface of the barrel calculated in the world of the platform wheel system has recently been
reference frame from integration of the measured data developed [7] and has shown dramatic improvements
over the entire platform-arm-sensor chain. There is on the platform's control accuracy when used
significant noise in the data and both the low and o11 HERMIES-III. The architecture, however,
high frequency errors can be observed. The very large is based on a kinematic model of tile platform
scattering in the surface normal results which were. and does not account for the inertia required to
observed in Fig. 3 correlate with the high frequency induce motion. This could be another source of
variations observed on Fig. 7. A possible solution to error, and is the focus of some of our future
this high frequency problem could reside in a better investigations. Another improvement in the system's
smoothing of the measured range data and surface control involves decoupling the sensor-based control
estimation using the three parameters (M, #, and of the end-effector's distance-to-the-surface and
6) described in the previous section, in such a way the calculations of the surface normal estimates,
however that the effect of the bounding parameter 6 performing the former entirely in the manipulator
on the low frequency error of the system is minimized, frame of reference, while keeping the latter in the
Some of our future work includes a set of systematic absolute reference frame. This effectively decouples
experiments to determine optimum values for these the filtering process of the high frequency noise in
parameters, the calculated values, such as the surface normal,

from some of the sensor-based feedback control,
therefore allowing for greater flexibility in the range

s.as of smoothing and gain parameters.
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